”… handhygiejne is also a part of our success!”
So states Ole Klitgård from Danish Property Restauration provider Dansk Bygningskontrol
Nordjylland A/S, when asked about working conditions for their staff. Success - and growth
- is two words that has been central for the company’s development the past two years.
From lokal to National service
”It is hard to pinpoint only a few factors that has contributed to our
success – but we work hard at offering our employees good conditions
– whether it being tools, organization, onsite handhygiene – and
involvement in our common goals. It creates motivation for the
employees and thereby happy customers.”
That the customers are happy, are evident from the growth of the
company: Dansk Bygninskontrol has in few years expanded from one
local company to an organization with national coverage with 11
subsidiaries and 250 employees. “And vi we are welcoming 50 more in
the next couple of months.” Regional Manager Ole Klitgaard adds.
From dirt and soil to sewer water and dead rats.
In the Property Restauration industry, you never know what to expect and Danish Building Control has a committee constantly scanning for
new equipment and tools to secure and enable employees in every
conceivable situation; From vehicles specially fitted for disposal of e.g.
asbestos, to special gloves, helmets and hand hygiene or what might be
needed when you reach a fire, a sewer that has crossed its width, or you
have to clean a home after a death.
For sudden damage, an extremely well-equipped van is essential to
ensure that you can carry out all the tasks on the spot.

Water and soap…
We have always used a combination of handrub and paper. But it is clear that a real wash with
water, soap and paper before disinfecting your hands is optimal, " Ole Klitgaard explains -" and
ShoulderSink just made it a lot easier to bring along"
With ShoulderSink, staff at Dansk Bygningskontrol now
have easy access to Soap, Water, Paper and Hand
Spray - also without cross-contaminatimg the tap trying
to turn it on with dirty hands. The tap is tilted down with
the arm, as in the hospitals. The unit sits right inside
the door, but can also easily be brought along.
"And besides from the fact that it is healthier, there is
also something positive psychologically by using water
and soap - it simply gives a better sense of wellbeing
after a dirty project" Ole Klitgaard concludes.

